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Nonlinear semigroups on locally 

convex spaces

Son Kuk Hyeon

Abstract

Let E b으 a locally convex Hausdorff space and let r be a calibration 

for E. In this note we proved that if E is sequentially complete 

and a multi-vaiued operator ^4 in F is r-accretive such that D(A) UR 

(7+入4)for all 융ufRciently small positive 入，, then A generates a nonlinear 

F-contraction semiproup {T(t) ； £>아. We also proved that if E is 

complete, r is a dually uniformly convex calibration, and an operator 

A is m-r-accretive, then the initial value problem

d
「京初 + 如(” m o, t>o3
J at
I u(0)-x

has a solution u : [Qg—E given by u(t) — T(t)x=Hm (Inx for 

each xzD(A).

1. 「completions

Let E be a locally convex space and let r be a calibration for 

E, i.e,t r is a direct set of semi-norms on E which induces the 

topology of E, For peTt a sequence {x} in E is called a p-Cauchy
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동equence if 力仅 ・勺丿-승0 as 访스oo. Two p-Cauchy sequences (xj and 

{yj are said to be equivalent if P(x^~ yx)~^0 as i->oo. Let {x} be 

a p-Cauchy sequence and x be the set of all p-Cauchy sequences 

in E which are equivalent to {x}. Such a set x is called a p-class 

on E. The set of all p-classes on E will be denoted by El.pl and 

it will be called the p-com미etion of E. For 冬 , 卫 &ELp3 and real 

numbers a，。，。產 + £也 is defined to be the p-class which contains 

a p-Cauchy sequence {(屿 + %} for some 伉}瓯 and {yJ^.Then 

ELpl is a real vector space.

For 差田［/>］, we define

P(^)=li^P(x) for kJ建.

Then the value p(x) does not depend on the choice of {x} from 

x

In is obvious 난lat p is a norm on ELpJ and, with this norm, 

ELpl is a Banach space. The family of Banach spaces {£【如；加「} 

defined in this way will be called 난le「-completion of E. We denote 

by S^x) the p-class which contains the p-Cauchy sequence whose 

terms are all identical to x. Then the zero element of the Banach 

space ELpl is S^O) and we have

D(S"；))=D(x) for every xsE.

Let {E［力］ ； psT］ be 나le F-completion of E. First we have a linear 

and continuous map

Sp: E-^ELpJ: LS"), 
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which satisfies 난le equality P(S^x))=p(x) for every x^E. Next, when 

Rq in r, that is, q(x)>p(x) for every xsE, we have 나le natural 

embedding

命：成],

which maps every x sEiq] to be the p-class which contains elements 

of x. Obviou이y, this map is linear,

P(T^))<q(^) for every xeEiql

and

T ・S=S.
q,p q p

2. r-contractions and F-accretive operators

Let E and F be locally convex spaces and let r be a calibration 

for (EtF). In other words, each peT has the E-component pE and 

난le F-component p? and rE= (/>E ； 处마 and 孔= {力f ； 力은퍼 초瓮 calibra

tions for E and F, respectively. We shall denote the embeddings 

S and S by the same S.
pe pf p
We shall deal with multi-valued operators. By a multi-valued operator 

A in £ we mean that A assigns to each xsD(A) a subset Ax^ 

of Et where D(A)— {xeE Ax^}. And D(A) is called the domain of 

A, and the range of A is defined by &0)=工*如 Ax.

Let A be a multi-valued operator from E info F, that is, A is 

a subset of EXE. For p&T and 门函, we 앙et
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Sp”初L)=[Sp仞，Sp仞丄

Then S^A) and we set

爲=柯

where the closure is taken in the product i뫼硏切] of Banach 

spaces ELpl and F成L Hence Ap is always closed and 서=0丿p.

Lemma 2.1[6]. (i) A=^Sp (Ap)t

(ii)丽=@§0初，

(ni)应5)=哲爾.

Lemma 2.2.E61. Assume that q＞ in r. Then for every x =

①*阳，

(ii) 7 4 龙=4 丁 尤.
q.p ＜厂0 q q,p—q

Recall that a multi-valued operator 4 in a Banach space X with 

its norm II - II 治 said to be accretive if for each xv x^D(A), y^Axv 

y2£/Lr2, and for every 人＞Q the following inequality holds

II色+如一佑+方卩-皿弓一尤2 H .

Moreover, if &(7+入&)=X 하len A is said to be m-accretive.
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Let F be a calibration for a locally convex space E.

Definition 2.3. An operator f from a subset D(f) of E into E 

is said to be a F-contraction if

P(f(^))~f(y))<P(x-y)

for all peT and xtyd)(f).

When f is a ^contraction and {机이 is p-Cauchy sequence

whenever {%} is a p-Cauchy sequence, hence for every ①) 

we can set

展尸風sp紗.

Then 爲 is a contraction of S^D(f)) into E\_p\ and

&Sp=S次

Definition 2.4. An operator A CEXE is said to be F-accretive 

if, for every A>Q (I+XA)1 is a single-valued r-contraction. If, further

more, &(7+入&)=瓦 then A is said to be m-r-accretive. Where I 

is an identity oprator on E.

Lemma 2.5C6]. For any operator A UEXE and 入，>Q

(i) (74-M；p=Z+Mp for all p成,

(ii) 他+A硏

Lemma 2.6[6]. (i) If A is m-F-accretive, every Ap is m-accretive,
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(ii) If E is complete, A i응 시osed and every 

is m-accretive, then A is mT-accretive,

(iii) A is r-accretive if and only if every is 

accretive,

(iv) A m-F-accretive operator A GEXE is closed 

in EXE,

(v) If A is mT-accretive and x&D(A)f then Ax 

is closed.

3. Theorems

Defin^icm 3그, Let E be a locally convex spacer with a calibration 

r and let {T(t) : £?아 be a family of nonlinear operators from a 

closed subset C of E into itself satisfying the following conditions

(i) 丁仞=/(identity), T(t+s)=T(t)T(s) for trs>Of

(ii) Forevery xeC, T(t)x is continuous in t>0f

(iii) For all />eT, t>0, and, x,ysCf

p(T(t)x-T(t)y)<p(x-y).

Then we shall call this family {T(t) : 2아 a nonlinear r-contraction 

semigroup.

Theorem 3.2. Let £ be a sequentially complete, locally convex 

Hausdorff space with a calibration「and A be a r-accretive operator 

in E such that D(A) CR(I+lA) for all sufficiently small positive X. 

Then
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(3.1) T(t)x= hm(I+-A)a x
n~*oo n

exists for xsD(A)t uniformly in t on every compact interval of CO, 

oo). Moreover, T(t) defined by the formula (3.1) is a r-contraction 

semigroup on D(A).

Proof. If A is r-accretive and D(A) CJ?(Z-FXA), then, for every 

peTt J"〉is accretive and D(A 丿 UR(7+入A J. Thus, for psT and xeD(A J, 

7%從 = 파(7+느4p)"g exists and {7*(妙 : 之아 is a contraction se

migroup on D(AJ ([2]). Let xsD(A) and let n and m be positive 

integers such that n> m. Then, for any

阪广少冰S*+切以SJQ+*广功

=師7+*•侦S网一(7+*&广S"力

. inf\pU ):差 &4pSp(硏(⑵)

and hence p((I+^A)nx-(I^~^Amx))^O as ngf。

Therefore Jm(7A/nx=T(t)x exists uniformly in t on every com

pact subset of E0,oo). Then, for every peT and xeD(A),

Sp(邛同=S*gm(M 느 &*)
P P rLco []

=limS (I+-A)\) 
n->oo P' n

티泌뷰 幻3何
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=1조(t)s 約

and hence T(t)xeD(A). Since (Z+^A)n is r-contraction, we find th쵸t 

p(T(t)x-T(t)y)<p(x~y) for every t>0t xtysD(A)t and for all psT, Therefore 

T(t) is F-contraction on D(A). Moreover, for all peT and xzD(A), we 

obtain

P(T(t)x^T(s)x) =p(ST(t)x)-Sp：(s)x))

=p(7i，(t)Sp(x)-7i，(s)Sp(x))

<2 I t-s 1 - inf{p(£)： ^eASp(x)}(⑵).

In particular, this shows that T(t)x is continuous in for every xsD(A). 

In order to complete the proof, we shall verify the semigroup property 

T(t+s)=T(t)T(s). For all psT and tfs>Ot we have

S*单+sR=7%+s*(”

=r(t)r(s)s^)

=7%丿(Spa(s)x))

=SJT(t)T(s)x), for x^D(A).

Since E is Hausdorff, T(t+s)=T(t)T(s) for t,s>0. This completes the 

proof.
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We shall call a calibration r dually uniformly convex if, fbr every 

饨匚 ELpl and its dual are uniformly convex.

Lemma 3.3.[6丄 Assume that B is a closed subset of E and

Sp(Z)£ S*仞 for all psT.

Then xsB.

Theorem 3.4. If E is complete, locally convex Hausdorff space 

with a dually uniformly convex calibration r and ^4 is a m-r-accretive 

operator in E. Then ftnr eadi the initial value pndfenr

j ^(t)+Au(t) 5 0, t>0,

四[dt

u(0)=x

has a solution u : [0,oo)t£ given by u(t) = T(t)x— \^(I^r—A)nx, 
t>0. n 8 H

Proof. By theorem 3.2, for each xeD(A)t 7#丸=“聽(3나■느 A )'R x 

exists. Since A is m-F-acretive and r is a dually uniformly convex 

calibration, Ap is m-accretive and ELpl is uniformly convex space 

for every psT. Hence the initial value problem

J -^u(t)+Au(t) 3 Sp(0),

I @(0)=Sp仞
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has a unique solution u : given by

竺仞=7物絲矽=闯(7+§气广S网(E).

Then, if q>p in I、，八為仞=7掴冏=%幻 and

命料3命s㈣

which implies

第'淤冏+气⑶綻3SJ。形。.

Hence, by the uniqueness of solution, T^u^t) =U^t) for f>0. Si

nce E is complete, there exists u(t)sE such that u^t)—S^u(t)) for 

all ptT and ^O(W). Then, for all psT and t>0t

Sp(u(t))=up(t)^ lim (I+^AfS/x)

= 愈(7+듬矿饵仞

=S*風(7+財岛 

=S/T(t)x).

Hence 她 = T(功;= = 熱 (7+듬A广* for x&D(A) and f긔). 

more, for all peT and t>0,

Further-

Sp(^u(t)+Au(t))3S/0).
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Then, by lemma 3.3, we have

으以(Z)+A以圳 mo.

Therefore u(t) = T(t)x—I~^—A)nx is a solution of the initial value 

problem (E).
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